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Overview
• Review the 5 steps in detail and why each is
important to the overall treatment plan.
• Apply the 5 step treatment plan model to
actual cases

Once a behavior problem has been identified or a
behavioral diagnosis has been made, the 5-Step
behavior treatment plan can be put into place:
•
•
•
•
•

Avoidance
Relationship building
Behavior modification
Tools
Pharmaceuticals/adjunctive treatments

It is important for owners to understand why each of these steps
is vital to success in improving behavior or resolving a behavior
issue.

Step 1: Avoidance of the situation that
predictably causes or results in the problematic
behavior. “Smart management part of the plan”
Example: If the dog barks at passersby through windows,
block their view out of the windows or block access to the
windows.

• “Practice makes perfect”

Jeannine Berger, DVM, DACVB, DACAW – Vice President of Rescue and Welfare at the
San Francisco SPCA.

-Every time the animal engages in the unwanted
behavior, it is more likely they’ll continue to repeat that
behavior. The behavior can become a well-rehearsed Habit!
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• Emotions driving the behavior:

Step 2: Obtain desired relationship
between the owner and the pet.

-Many behaviors are driven by fear, anxiety and stress
-By keeping him out of the trigger situation, he gets a break
from the negative emotions of fear, anxiety and stress.
-Avoiding the “feeling that he has to react” is a MASSIVE part of
the training because each time he does it, he furthers his own
belief that he has to. Ex: barking and launching himself at the
door every time the mail carrier comes to the door! Every time
he does it (barking, etc.), the mail carrier goes away… It “Works”!

• Safety
-Avoidance helps ensure “Safety” for all involved

• Build Trust
-It can undermine the trust our dog has in us if we’re making
them do things they’re uncomfortable with. i.e. putting them in
situations where they feel fearful or anxious (getting too close to
a stranger).

• Great relationships are built on great
communication and trust.
• “Cooperation, patience, and
consistency in training get solid
results while building respect”
Nicole Wilde (internationally recognized behaviorist,
author and lecturer)

• Dogs are a highly evolved social species and we are
part of their social group.
• The goal of great relationship building is to teach
the dog it is fun and awesome when they attend to
us and look to us for guidance and direction.
• This can only happen if we are teaching and leading
with love, kindness, calmness and confidence.

Summary: From the very start we want to establish a
“NEW” pattern of behavior and avoid situations where
he can rehearse the unwanted behavior.
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• All social species (humans, dogs, wolves, elephants,
other primates, etc.) recognize a calm, confident,
loving leader and these are the leaders they want
to follow.

•

Unwanted behavior issues can severely strain the humananimal bond and cause stress for both the dog/cat and the
humans.

•

Therefore, it is important to, first of all, focus on creating that l
oving, trusting partnership with your pet as you embark on
getting the behaviors you want.

•

Part of this involves teaching the client “WHY” pets do what
they do and how to recognize how the pet is feeling (body
language).

•

Humans learning to read body language as well as how to
effectively communicate with their pets also make the best
leaders!!
LOTS of client education is important!

• These are the leaders dogs can TRUST!
• Therefore, training with intimidation and
punishment just doesn’t make sense!!

• The client needs to learn to be the dog’s guide,
teacher and educator in a positive reward-based
environment, creating TRUST through an
unbreakable bond and reliable relationship.
• Step 2 is about:
a) Learning to read the dog/cat,
b) Learning how to effectively communicate with
the pet,
c) Building trust in the client and teaching all of
the cues/games that will be used in the
training program.

Don’t take “Good/Desired” behavior for granted!
Homework = find 10 things to reward the pet for each day
Gradually build on that.
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• Learn body language (handouts, charts, books)
• Body language is driven by “how the pet feels” at that moment and as
they change their mind from one moment to another, their body language
will change and it is vitally important for the pet owner to be able to tell
how their pet feels so they can help them feel safe and be able to learn (i.e.
move the dog further away from the trigger situation if they are fearful).

• Improve communication between owner and pet:
•

Positive reinforcement-based obedience training (all basic cues
plus any others that will be useful to the behavior plan).

•

Teach the dog new coping skills (replacement behaviors??) these are activities or skills the pet can work on in low-intensity
trigger situations, INSTEAD of exhibiting the unwanted
behaviors…….

i.e. Instead of barking and lunging toward visitors, the dog
can be leashed, at sufficient distance to feel safe, working on “Sit”
and “Watch”

• The Name Game: Dog learns to attend to and engage with the owner as
soon as they hear their name.
• “Watch”: Dog learns to glance up at the owner, briefly, on cue
• Emergency U-turn: Change direction quickly on cue
• Target training: Dog touches nose to target stick or hand
• Recall: Dog learns to “Come” quickly to owner when they hear their pretaught and well-rehearsed recall noises or cues. (this is “ALWAYS” paid off
with great stuff – aka food!)
• (Cat) – Shake treat bag: Cat learns to attend to owner and come to owner
These help pet cope with a situation that is making them uncomfortable or
can prevent the typical unwanted reaction/behavior and give the owner
time to remove the pet from the situation. We DO NOT want the dog
rehearsing the unwanted behavior anymore!!
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While we always strive to keep the pet “Under Threshold” both during
training as well as out in the real world, there may be times when we start
to see the dog is feeling uncomfortable or we can predict that they might
feel uncomfortable and we can then start to work on the “Coping
skills/Replacement Behaviors” at these times.
i.e. Owner works on targeting at the vet clinic while the pet gets their
check up.

Human-Animal Bond Certification Program
• AVMA is proud to be the founding educational partner for this
program offered through the Human Animal Bond Research
Institute (HABRI) and the North American Veterinary Community
(NAVC).
• https://www.avma.org/KB/Resources/Reference/human-animalbond/Pages/human-animal-bond-certification.aspx
• This certificate allows veterinary professionals to fully appreciate
the science behind the human-animal bond, learn about its
benefits for animals and people and get practical advice on how
to ensure good bonds are built and maintained.
• Bottom line is we should all focus on the human-animal bond!!

• Create predictable environment: “Sit” for all things the dog wants or needs.
“Say ‘please’ by sitting” (Sophia Yin, DVM)
• Eliminate punishment!! Dogs learn better if we show them what we want
them to do rather than punish them when they make the wrong choices.
Also, for fear-based behaviors, punishment creates a powerful negative
association with that situation or trigger and undermines the pet’s trust in us.
Focus in on being “Pro-active”. Instead of saying “NO” AFTER the dog
has growled at the visitor, we will focus on helping the dog cope with the
situation (keep adequate distance and work on “Watch”/treats)
• Meet all of the pet’s physical, mental and emotional needs and do “Fun”
things together.
• NOTE: “EVERYTHING” in the “Relationship” section of the plan aids in
decreasing the overall anxiety level which is hugely important!!

Step 3: Behavior Modification
• Goals:
1. Change the way the animal feels about the trigger situation
2. Teach the animal “NEW” behaviors to engage in that are
more appropriate.
• Discussion of “Learning Theory” with client including both
Classical conditioning and Operant conditioning.
• It is important that clients understand how animals learn so that
the behavior modification plan makes sense to them
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www.petprofessionalguild.com/

https://avsab.org/
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Important points:
• If a dog is fearful of a particular trigger (i.e. seeing other dogs on
walks), pairing the appearance of the trigger with a high value
treat can condition a new and positive emotional state. This is
called “Counterconditioning”.
• If the dog is not “fearful” or “anxious” anymore, they won’t feel
the need to do the reactive display such as barking/lunging
(which is distance-increasing behavior since it is intended to
drive the trigger away).
• During the training process, we gradually increase the intensity
of the trigger (i.e. gradually get closer and closer). This is called
“Desensitization”
• CC and DS are typically done together

• It is essential that the pet feels “SAFE” and “CALM” during the
training so we want to stay at sufficient distance to accomplish
this. This is called the “Threshold Distance”.

• The “barking/lunging” = distance increasing behavior because
the intent if for the trigger to go away. When the trigger DOES
stop their approach and/or goes away, “Learning” occurs.
• Dog learns that barking/lunging “WORK” to make scary triggers
go away. Once they learn this (and they typically are very
quick to learn this), they’ll continue to repeat that behavior in
future similar situations. Dogs repeat behaviors that “Work”
for them or that are otherwise reinforced.
• “Reactivity” such as barking/lunging at visitors or at people,
dogs, bikes, etc. on walks, can become a well-rehearsed
“Habit” so it is very important to teach the dog a Replacement
behavior (i.e. quick glances at handler/treats until trigger is
gone).

• Classical counterconditioning and Desensitization
(CC/DS) are just one tool in the “Behavior
modification” tool box.
• Behavior Adjustment Training: Dog gets a
functional reward for offering the desired behavior
(i.e. If dog “looks away” from the trigger, it is
rewarded with increased distance).
• Click to Calm: watch for the precise moment when
aggression ceases (barking, i.e.) and immediately
mark and reward the dog with high value treat.
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Step 5: Pharmacology/adjunctive therapies
• DRO (or DRA): Differential reinforcement of “other” or
“alternate” behavior.

•

Selected based on each animal’s needs.

•

The purpose of medications, herbal/alternative products, etc., is to decrease
the overall anxiety level of the animal, calm the animal, and improve their
overall quality of life but should be used along with a behavior
modification plan and not just by themselves. Medications, alone, won’t
“CURE” the problem.

•

Lessening their anxiety allows them to learn (anxiety impedes learning), so all
the other aspects of the behavior treatment plan are more effective.

•

Some are prescription products and some are not. Keep in mind that
medications are often used “off label”. Discuss side effects with clients.

•

I include these recommendations in my summary letter to the rDVM

•

https://fenzidogsportsacademy.com/ Behavior Meds Parts 1 & 2 with
Dr. Jennifer Summerfield

i.e. Instead of barking/lunging at a passerby, dog can “Sit”
and do “Watch” cue or “Targeting” as the person/dog goes by.
i.e. Instead of charging at the door as guests come in,
dog can go to a mat (on cue)
• DRI: Differential reinforcement of an “incompatible” behavior.
i.e. Instead of jumping on visitor, dog can “Sit” politely, on
leash, next to handler.

• Step 4: Tools

Case 1:”

•

These are the items needed to implement steps 1-3.

•

•

Tools for “Avoidance”:
-Gates to keep pet out of certain areas? Tethers? Crates?
-Window clings to block view out windows?
-Basket style muzzle?

“Watson”, 3 year old, M/N,
Golden Retriever mix

•

Adopted at 12 weeks of age from a humane
society (no known history)

•

Main reason for the consult was:
-Aggression in resource guarding contexts
i.e. -Approach/interact when he is on his bed

•

•

Tools for “Relationship”:
-Treats for rewards? Toys? Remote treat delivery system? Puzzles?
-Harness? Head Halter? Leashes? Relaxation mats?
-Books, handouts, etc. to learn about body language and
learning theory
Tools for Behavior Modification:
-Harness, Halter, Leash, Basket muzzle
-High value treats
-Extra litter boxes? Variety of litter choices? Scratching posts? Vertical space?

-Approach/try to take item (food, treat,
stolen items, rawhides, etc.)
-Interact with him when he’s eating or when
food is nearby (i.e. kitchen being cleaned
up after a meal)
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• Aggression was apparent at 12 weeks of age
• Worsened 6 months prior to consult (increased frequency, new
trigger situations, lower threshold for aggression: age 2.5yr)
• Many bites broke the skin (mostly shallow bites but a couple
deep bites and one incident of bite/hold.
• Bit owners as well as visitors to the home.
• Aggression tended to occur most often in the evenings

• Body language = ears back, tense face/body, hard stare, freeze, BITE
• Used to growl and snarl prior to bite but dropped out these warning signs

Watson’s other behavior issues:
•

Fearful of unfamiliar people
-He was cautious but curious when I entered home (ears back, tail low,
big eyes, face tension).
-I ignored him (no staring/petting) and he warmed up to me quickly

•

Fearful of other dogs
-Afraid of some pups in puppy class
-Barking/lunging at other dogs on walks (TD 20 ft = staring, tense, pull/lunge)

•

Fear of loud noises (thunder, fireworks, etc.) – hides in basement

•

Fear in vet clinic setting: hiding, lunging, need muzzle for exam

• Other times when aggressive toward owners:
-Nail trims
-Lifting dog
•

After biting owners, he’d typically seek them out and be affectionate.
-Reconciliatory behavior? Appeasement behavior?

• Medical:
-Diagnosed at under 1 yr of age with Hypothyroidism
-When aggression started worsening – saw Neurologist (neuro exam WNL)
-discussed possibly doing MRI of brain.
-rDVM contacted me to discuss medication options and started 1mg/kg of
Fluoxetine once daily.
-Consult date was 8 weeks after Fluoxetine started: More even mood,
decreased reactivity (on walks), guests said he seemed “Happier”.

Note: with fear and anxiety touching so many different areas of Watson’s life it
was likely he had a more generalized anxiety disorder.
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Differentials:
•

Genetics: Shyness; Propensity for resource guarding; Propensity for anxiety?

•

Lack of socialization: Adopted at 12 weeks – likely no socialization prior

•

Prior negative experiences? Unknown history (i.e. punishment??)

•

Step 2: Relationship with owner
•

Owners studied his body language so they could pick up on more subtle
signs of discomfort.

Social maturity: His aggression worsened at age 2-2.5; As dogs hit social maturity (1-4
years of age), fear and worry may be more likely to be expressed through biting.

•

Worked on all basic cues plus “Leave it”

•

Medical: Diagnosed at early age with hypothyroidism; T4 levels at the time when the
aggression was worsening were at the high end of range so Levothyroxine was decreased.

•

“Watch” taught and used on walks (pair sight of another dog with “Watch”
and treats. - worked great to keep Watson calm on walks

•

Learned behavior: i.e. if growl gets people to back away from his valued item, he’ll
“learn” that growling works to get people to move away from him and his item.

•

Conditioned to wearing basket muzzle for vet appointments;

•

Trigger stacking: Stress is cumulative and can push dogs over their aggression threshold:
i.e. Many of the bites occurred with visitors in the home and at meal time. He is more
emotionally aroused around food. He was especially stressed with large groups of visitors

•

Targeting: to be used at vet clinic during CC/DS and for exams/handling

•

No punishment!

•

Meet all his needs: exercise, play, puzzles, teach tricks, classes

Dropped napkin with food on it + visitor reaching for napkin = BITE

5 Step Behavior Treatment Plan for “Watson”
Step 1: Avoidance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No approaches/interactions when he’s on his bed, has valued item, is eating.
If wish to interact and he’s on his bed, call him to you and interact with if
he has a relaxed face/body, is friendly, with no signs of stress, fear, anxiety.
Keep his dog beds away from high-traffic areas
Don’t give him items he tends to guard
Trade him for an item with treats
Feed him in quiet area by himself
Gate him away from food prep and food clean-up (Kitchen)
Prevent access to items he may steal and guard
Guests ignore him (no social pressure) until he can check them out and feel co
mfortable
Maintain sufficient distance from other dogs on walks (cross street/U-turn)

If all “Conflict” situations are avoided, he no longer has to worry about the
owners’ invasiveness so there’s no reason for him to be “on guard” or aggressive.

Step 3: Behavior Modification
•

Polite Greetings with guests (sit on mat as visitors come in)

•

CC/DS to visitors – owners feed treats; visitors toss treats

•

CC/DS to dogs – Pair all dogs with “Watch”/Treats on walks; Set-ups??

•

CC/DS to approaches when he’s on his bed (No interaction) - Approach, toss
treat and walk away. Goal is just to have him remain relaxed as humans
move about and come near him when he’s resting.

Step 4: Tools
•

Basket style muzzle

•

Gate to keep him out of kitchen/dining area when people are preparing
human meals, eating and cleaning up after
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Step 5: Medication/other calming products
•

Fluoxetine: 40mg once daily (this is at the low end of the 1-2mg/kg dosing
range for his 82# weight). Working well to decrease reactivity, including on
walks, more even mood (especially in evenings) and happier overall
demeanor.

•

Trazodone: for vet visits

•

+/- Sileo for storms/fireworks

•

Other options to add in: Thundershirt? Adaptil?

Follow up:

•

Family and friends have noticed that Watson seems happier and calmer since
starting both Fluoxetine and the behavior treatment plan.

•

The next thing they were going to tackle was “Polite Greetings” at the door.

•

Vet appointments: Using Trazodone and basket muzzle; Still not pleased but
the experience is more manageable. Need to work on “Targeting” and
CC/DS.

•

“Since implementing the plan with Watson, we have had no further issues with
the aggression and Watson is a much happier, relaxed and playful dog. The
best outcome, by far, is how much our bond with Watson has grown now that
he feels safe and trusts that we can provide a predictable, trigger free home.
Our once fearful and somewhat standoffish dog is now an affectionate, goofy,
playful boy. Everyone who comes to our home has noticed a huge difference.
We cannot thank you enough for your knowledge and help. It has made a
world of difference for us!”

Case 2:

• Keeping him out of his trigger situations and paying attention to possible trigger
stacking made a BIG difference – he became much more relaxed in general,
especially when guests are over.

•

“Dexie”, a 6 yr; F/S, American Shorthair cat, (5kg)

•

Adopted at 4 years of age from a rescue group.

i.e. Had friends over for dinner and Watson was gated away from kitchen/dining
area during human meal prep, meal and clean up; Watson was calm and happy the
entire evening.

•

Owners were told, at adoption, that she bites and that she’d been returned to
shelters multiple times.

•

Her new owners were looking for a special needs cat so they adopted her!

•

Reason for consult: Owner-directed aggression

•

Their previous cat had petting-induced aggression so they felt their home
would be her best shot at being successful living in a home (no other pets and
no kids and willingness to put in the time and energy to help Dexie).

•

Really dedicated owners: a) daily predictable interactive play; b) baked
chicken for treats; c) building a “Catio” for her since she enjoys time outside.

•

Pairing approaches to his bed with treats has worked well to condition relaxed
and even anticipatory body language/demeanor (approach = something GOOD!)

•

They respect his bed as his “safe area” where he can be left alone and they call
him to them when they want to interact.

•

On walks, pairing the sight of all dogs with “Watch”/treats worked well. He’s
now offering “Auto-watches”…. i.e. He sees dog and automatically glances up at
owner!!
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• Variety of contexts for the aggression:
1) Likes to be on laps and near owners but often doesn’t want to be touched/petted:
She’ll tense up, stare, and hiss if petted.
2) Sometimes targets the owners’ movement (“Play”, per owners): watch
movement of feet, stalking, pounce, bite, with ears alert, body loose, (but bites are
typically not hard enough to break the skin).
3) Blocks access to areas of the home (Targets the wife):
i.e. a) Wife’s office is in the basement (Dexie’s favorite area of the house); Dexie
will station herself near the stairs and will block owner from going up stairs; b) She
also blocks owner’s access to the bedroom at times; c) wife got up one night to use
the bathroom and Dexie attacked her when she tried to get back into bed: (crouched,
staring, pupils dilated, body/face tense, ears folded side-ways, tail whipping….. If
owner continues to try to go up stairs or walk past her to go in the bedroom, or get into
bed, Dexie attacks and bites are very deep – medical attention for deep infections
needed several times.

Differentials:
•

Genetics: This is always at play…. 3 main personality types = 1) alert - how
active and curious is the cat? 2) Sociability - how does the cat get along
with others? 3) Evenness of mood - is cat tolerant? Or fly off the handle
type? +/- propensity for anxiety?

•

Play aggression: some of her aggression fits with this (target movement,
stalk, chase, bite, no vocalizations, tempered bites, and her demeanor was
less “ominous” (less tense, more exaggerated movement, less agitated)

•

Status-related aggression: Similar to conflict aggression in dogs;
-Tend to be anxious but also with a willful nature
-These cats like to get their way (petting-induced aggression falls under this);
-May have “Learned” that aggression is the best way to get their way
-Often involves controlling movement of others or access to areas
-Can be severe with un-inhibited bites
-Punishment-based approach makes this aggression much worse!

** Frequency of aggression = several times per week in various contexts.

• Other issues:

Prognosis:

1) Urination along a wall in the living room (started shortly after adoption).
2) Owners felt she had some separation anxiety issues: Dexie seemed
restless/worried when owners were getting ready to leave; always wanted
to be where the owners were in the home.
3) More anxious if storm/thunder = less tolerant of touch but wants to be near
owners.
•

rDVM started Dexie on Fluoxetine about 1 year prior to behavior consult:
-Starting dose 1.5mg/day (between 0.25 and 0.5mg/kg = low dose)
-Inappropriate elimination ceased.
-Aggressive behavior decreased a little (less frequent but still at least weekly)
-Fluoxetine was bumped up to 3mg (slightly over 0.5mg/kg)
-Aggression decreased to about once monthly (but due to severe wounds
to wife, this was still a big problem) so they decided to do behavior consult.
-Dexie able to rest in another room from where owners located

• Negative’s:
-Long-standing behavior issue
-Deep bites needing medical attention
• Postive’s:
-Predictable
-Nice repertoire of warning signals (intense staring, tail whipping)
-Loves interactive toys and her baked chicken treats (we felt that
we could likely use these things to redirect her attention and
change her mood).
Note: Cats can’t resist chasing things that move (fixed action pattern)
so toys often a good way to shift a cat’s attention.
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5 Step Treatment Plan:
Step 1: Avoidance
-No petting when on laps
-Block access to basement when female owner needs to go down there?
-Block access to bedroom at night?
-No interactive play with human body parts (hands, feet)

• What if an “Attack” is imminent (body language/warning
signs apparent)???
-If toys/treats/target-stick handy, “Redirect” Dexie
(Owners were instructed to keep high value treats and
interactive toys on them at all times).

Step 2: Relationship
-If can’t redirect, use “Blocking board” of some sort.
-Interactive toy at times of the day when she tends to target owners’
movement (this typically happened more in the mornings).
-Teach and practice “Replacement behaviors”:
-”Come” – shake treat bag
-Targeting with target stick
-Cue word for interactive play with cat toy (laser light, other interactive toy
-Other environmental enrichment: a) cat towers/perches; b)forage for
food/puzzles; c) schedule regular play sessions

(owners were instructed to make blocking boards and
leave them strategically around the house where trouble
tends to happen).
• Reward ALL desired behavior (praise and treats)!!!
Animals repeat behaviors that are rewarded!

Step 3: Behavior Modification
Step 4: Tools
• Pre-emptive training/activities:
-Blocking wife’s movement:
1) CC/DS: -Pair standing up at desk with treats tossed or laser light
-Gradually add in steps and work up to going up stairs
(Movement by wife means good stuff for Dexie”
-Pair approaches with tossed food/laser light
2) Targeting with target stick/treats. (movement by human means
opportunity for targeting/treats)
-Aggression on laps:
1) CC/DS: pair touches/petting with treats
2) Watch body language closely for signs of irritation and cease petting
-Targeting body movement (playfully):
1) If she’s in a playful mood and owners see her watching their feet,
toss treats or use interactive toys as they move about.

-High value treats
-Target stick
-Blocking board
-Interactive toys
-Clicker?

Step 5: Medications/alternate options for anxiety
management and calming:
-Prazac: She’d been on the 3mg for over 3 months (under 0.5mg/kg) and
the aggression had decreased in frequency to about once/month
and owners were very happy, otherwise, with her behavior, so
we decided to leave her on this low dose and add in a
supplement.
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Options for supplementation:
-Zylkene: Alpha-casozepine; milk peptide that binds to the GABA receptors
-Calming effect
-Feline studies showed increase in sociability
-Sprinkle capsule – easy administration

•

My first Children’s book!!

•

Chapter book for ages 8-11

•

Maddie is afraid of her doctor’s office.
Through Bella’s many fun and
educational puppy visits to the veterinary
clinic, Maddie and her family learn how to
raise a healthy and happy puppy, and
Maddie begins to view doctors’ offices
in a whole new light.

•

Gives readers insight into “Fear Free
Handling”, importance of socialization
and positive reinforcement training.

•

Available at wholesale pricing for clinics
to sell to clients and aid in client
education or just for entertainment. See
“Sell Sheet” for more info.

-Appeasing pheromone collar? Or Feliway Multi-cat? Regular Feliway?
-They had been using Feliway diffuser in living room
(where inappropriate elimination had been occuring)
-Dexie hates collars so they opted for trying Feliway Multicat in
basement where much of the serious aggression was occurring
toward wife.

Summary: 1) Reward appropriate behaviors; 2) Establish “new” behavior
patterns; 3) Avoid trigger situations when possible; 4) Calm use of blocking
board (+/- time out if possible). Anxiety management to facilitate the rest of
the plan and “learning” and help Dexie “Feel better”!

Follow-up:
-Much more even-tempered and didn’t have to be by their side for
attention anymore.
-Pairing movement, approaches or movement by wife in basement with
interactive toys works best. In basement, wife runs Dexie back and
forth with the laser light and then she rests peacefully and lets wife
move about in office or go up the stairs with no issues.
-If Dexie does look tense, toys often redirect her and shift her out of
that mood.
-On occasion they used pillows as “blocking boards” – works well.
-No aggressive attacks have occurred!!
-”We really appreciate all of your recommendations. It has really made a
positive change in her behavior. We are so happy that we know now that we
have the tools to keep her. Thank you!!”

Resources:
• Handouts/charts:
drsophiayin.com
doggiedrawings.net (Lili Chin)
•

Websites:
https://avsab.org
www.petprofessionalguild.com
www.animalbehaviorassociates
https://www.avma.org/KB/Resources/Reference/human-animalbond/Pages/human-animal-bond-certification.aspx
•

Books:
Help for your fearful dog, By Nicole, Wilde
The Power of Positive Dog Training, by Pat Miller
Train Your Dog Positively, by Victoria Stilwell
How To Behave So Your Dog Behaves, by Sophia Yin, DVM
On Talking Terms with Dogs: Calming Signals, by Turid Rugaas
Decoding Your Dog, by American College of Veterinary Behaviorists
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Questions?
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